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study the dynamics of glueballs in theories with a period of late time primordial matter

domination followed by a low final reheating temperature due to a gravitationally coupled

modulus. Compared to scenarios with a high reheating temperature, the required relic

abundance is possible with higher hidden sector confinement scales, and less extreme dif-

ferences in the entropy densities of the hidden and visible sectors. Both of these can occur

in string derived models, and relatively light moduli are helpful for obtaining viable phe-

nomenology. We also study the effects of hidden sector gluinos. In some parts of parameter

space these can be the dominant dark matter component, while in others their abundance

is much smaller than that of glueballs. Finally, we show that heavy glueballs produced

from energy in the hidden sector prior to matter domination can have the correct relic

abundance if they are sufficiently long lived.
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1 Introduction

Pure gauge dark sectors are common in string theory UV completions of the Standard

Model (SM), and if they have no significant couplings to the visible sector typically con-

tain cosmologically stable glueballs [1, 2].1 These can be viable dark matter (DM) candi-

dates, potentially with self interactions of astrophysically relevant strength, which might

resolve disagreement between cold dark matter simulations and observations of small scale

structure [3].

Previous work on glueball DM has assumed a high reheating temperature, above the

scale of the confining phase transition in the hidden sector. The dynamics of such models

are equivalent to cannibal dark matter theories [4] with the final glueball abundance set by a

combination of the thermal abundance of dark gluons at the time of the hidden sector phase

transition and subsequent 3 → 2 interactions. In typical models, obtaining a sufficiently

small glueball relic abundance requires an extremely large initial ratio of entropies in the

visible and hidden sectors. From the perspective of underlying theories in which the SM is

just one, undistinguished, sector among many this is somewhat troubling.2

However in many compactifications of string theory, especially with low scale super-

symmetry motivated by naturalness and gauge coupling unification, there are slow decaying

light moduli [5–11]. At late times, the longest lived of these will dominate the energy den-

sity of the universe, leading to an extended period of matter domination, and depleting

other energy. The eventual decay of the last modulus repopulates the visible and hidden

sectors with radiation, and the final reheat temperature is fairly low. The lightest mass

eigenstate is often a linear combination of multiple moduli, and it is reasonable to expect

that all sectors are reheated significantly.

1By gluons/ glueballs, we always mean dark sector gluons/ glueballs unless explicitly stated.
2One possibility for accommodating such sectors is if the universe is reheated last by decays of the

inflaton, which might couple to hidden sector gauge fields only very weakly.
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In this paper we study how a low reheat temperature changes the constraints on pure

gauge hidden sectors and glueball dark matter. Provided the modulus mass is above the

scale of the hidden sector phase transition Λ, glueballs can still be produced during reheat-

ing. However, if the energy density transfered to the hidden sector is . Λ4, the subsequent

dynamics are modified compared to the high reheat temperature case. A glueball relic

abundance consistent with the observed DM value is possible with significantly larger hid-

den sector confinement scales, and relatively mild hierarchies between the initial visible

and hidden sector energy densities.

Given the connection with string theory it is also interesting to study how this maps

onto constraints on the gauge groups and couplings at a high scale, and the consequences

for UV model building. Pure gauge sectors with couplings at 1016 GeV comparable to

the unified value of the visible sector couplings have high confinement scales [12]. From

this perspective our motivating argument can be reversed — considering an underlying

model with multiple pure gauge hidden sectors not coupled to the visible sector, and the

expectation that the inflaton and moduli do not couple very differently to separate sectors,

light moduli with masses ∼ 105 GeV are useful to avoid unacceptable phenomenology. This

is further motivated since the lightest modulus cannot decay to sectors with a confinement

scale above its mass, so does not lead to a large relic density in heavy glueballs.

In addition to the scenario presented above, we investigate two related scenarios which

might arise in the same setup. First we consider the situation where supersymmetry is

broken weakly in the hidden sector such that there may be dark gluinos with masses below

that of the lightest modulus. In some models with a non-thermal cosmology these are the

dominant dark matter component, while in others they are negligible compared to glueballs.

Second, we return to the glueball as dark matter but taking into account different initial

conditions — while over most of parameter space any energy in the glueball sector before

matter domination is completely irrelevant afterwards, this is not always the case. If the

hidden sector confinement scale is high, glueballs produced during the matter dominated

era can lead to the correct relic density, allowing heavy DM with mass ∼ 109 GeV. Such

models do however require that the glueballs have extremely weak couplings to all lighter

moduli, otherwise they quickly decay and are cosmologically irrelevant.

The structure of this paper is as follows: in section 2 we collect and review results

on glueball DM in models with a high reheat temperature and a standard cosmological

history. In section 3 we study how a non-thermal cosmology changes the viable parameter

space. In section 4 we study the possible role of hidden sector gluinos, and in section 5

we consider scenarios in which a significant population of glueballs forms during matter

domination. Finally in section 6 we discuss our results.

2 Glueball dark matter in the standard cosmology

If the hidden sector reheat temperature is significantly above the scale of the confining

phase transition, the hidden sector gluons quickly reach a thermalised distribution with

number density

ng '
ξ (3)

π2
ggT

3
g , (2.1)
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where Tg is the glueball sector temperature, and gg the effective number of degrees of

freedom in the glueball sector. We define

B ≡ gvρg
ggρv

=
T 4
g

T 4
v

, (2.2)

evaluated at an early time, but once both sectors have reached chemical equilibrium, where

gv is the visible sector effective number of degrees of freedom, ρv and ρg the visible and

glueball sector energy densities, and Tv the visible sector temperature. This is motivated

by initial conditions set by perturbative inflaton decays, with B approximately measuring

the deviation from universal couplings.3 The corresponding ratio of entropies is

sg
sv

=
gg
gv
B3/4 . (2.3)

For viable models B � 1, and the expansion of the universe is set by the visible sector.

Provided there is no subsequent entropy injection, if there are no significant couplings

between the visible and hidden sectors entropy is separately conserved in each.4

When the dark sector temperature drops below the scale of its confining phase tran-

sition, each gluon will result in an order 1 glueball being produced. For simplicity we

assume exactly one glueball is produced per gluon, so do not distinguish between, gluon

and glueball number densities. SU (N) gauge theories have complicated phase transitions,

which are strongly first order in the large N limit [15–17]. The effect of this on the eventual

glueball relic abundance has been studied in [18], but only leads to O (1) changes to the

parameter space, so is neglected here. Additionally, there is likely to be a spectrum of

glueball states [19], which can also have an O (1) impact on the glueball dynamics and

abundance [18].

The glueball number density immediately after confinement is equivalent to a yield

yg = ng/sv of

yg '
45ξ (3)

2π4

gg
gv

(
Tg
Tv

)3

' 45ξ (3)

2π4

gg
gv
B3/4 . (2.4)

This is a reasonable approximation to the final glueball yield, and we note that the correct

relic density requires very small values of B, roughly

B ' 3× 10−10 1

(N2 − 1)4/3

(
GeV

Λ

)4/3

, (2.5)

assuming gv has the high temperature SM value, and that the glueball sector is an SU (N)

gauge theory.

The glueballs have number changing interactions, and in large parts of parameter

space these are efficient on the timescale of Hubble expansion immediately after the con-

fining phase transition [18, 20]. Subsequently, as their temperature decreases, the glueballs

become non-relativistic and their equilibrium number density neq drops as

neq =

(
ΛTg
2π

)3/2

e−Λ/Tg , (2.6)

3However, gv still includes the usual 7/8 correction for fermions.
4Inflaton mediated thermalisation can be important in some models [13, 14].
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assuming the number of glueball degrees of freedom equals 1 below the confinement scale.

The number density of glueballs initially stays close to the equilibrium value, dominantly

through 3→ 2 processes, which has the effect of heating up the dark sector relative to the

visible sector [4]. Other DM models involving similar dynamics include [21–28]. The cross

section for 3 → 2 glueball interactions for an SU (N) gauge theory in the large N limit is

expected to scale as 〈
σv2
〉

3→2
' (4π)3

N6Λ5
, (2.7)

up to an order 1 constant [18]. Since entropy is conserved, once the glueballs are non-

relativistic their number density and temperature are related to the visible sector entropy by

sv =
gvsg

ggB3/4
' gv

ggB3/4

Λng
Tg

, (2.8)

where gg is still the number of degrees of freedom in the gluon sector above the confine-

ment scale.

At later times 3 → 2 processes freeze out, and the glueball number density stops

tracking the equilibrium value, eq. (2.6). Decoupling happens when interactions can no

longer reduce the glueball number density as fast as the equilibrium number density drops

due to the expansion of the universe, that is when Γ3→2 . ṅe/neq. This is equivalent to

Γ3→2 =
3TFO

Λ
HFO , (2.9)

where HFO is the Hubble parameter at decoupling, TFO is the glueball temperature at this

time, and Γ3→2 = n2
g

〈
σv2
〉

3→2
the rate of 3 → 2 processes. In the part of parameter

space where freeze out happens for a temperature Λ/Tg � 1, using the non-relativistic

formula for entropy eq. (2.8) is valid. Combining eqs. (2.6), (2.8), and (2.9), the glueball

temperature at freeze out is

TFO =
4Λ

5
W
[
0.064 g2/5

g g−3/10
v B3/10M

3/5
Pl Λ12/5

〈
σv2
〉3/5

3→2

]−1
, (2.10)

where W [x] is the product-logarithm (that is, W [x] is the inverse of xex). After 3 → 2

interactions stop, 2 → 2 scattering between glueballs remains efficient. However 2 → n

processes (with n > 2) are negligible because the glueballs are non-relativistic and there is

little kinetic energy available for production of extra states. As a result the complicated

details of the 2 → n interactions are not important. At early times they happen fast but

simply keep the system in equilibrium, meanwhile at late times after 3 → 2 freeze out they

only change the relic abundance slightly.

To match the present day observed DM abundance requires a final yield

y∞ '
4.4× 10−10 GeV

Λ
, (2.11)

and using

y∞ =
ggTFO

gvΛ
B3/4 , (2.12)
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the glueball relic abundance
(
Ωh2

)
G

is(
Ωh2

)
G

(Ωh2)DM

= 0.056
(
N2 − 1

)( B

10−12

)3/4( Λ

GeV

)
W

[
2.1

(
N2 − 1

)2/5
N18/5

B3/10

(
MPl

Λ

)3/5
]−1

,

(2.13)

for an SU (N) sector with gv equal to the SM value, where
(
Ωh2

)
DM

is the observed dark

matter value. This expression is valid if the glueballs become non-relativistic before 3 → 2

process decouple. If 3→ 2 processes freeze out before the glueballs become non-relativistic,

there will be no significant period of time when the yield is reduced by tracking the non-

relativistic equilibrium number density. Instead it is given by eq. (2.4), up to a correction

of . 2, since 2 → n processes could convert some of the remaining kinetic energy to

extra glueballs.

Glueball DM can have self-interactions at late times, potentially with observable as-

trophysical consequences.5 These could alleviate tensions between numerical simulations

of cold dark matter and small scale structure observations [2, 20]. However, significant un-

certainty still remains in simulations, for example due to baryons not being included, and

it is plausible that future developments will lead to agreement without self-interactions.

Further details and discussion may be found in, for example, [3, 35–42]. Since the strength

of the interactions are controlled solely by the strong coupling scale Λ, and are independent

of the details of the early universe, we simply note that values of Λ ' 100 MeV lead to

astrophysically relevant self-interactions. Meanwhile models with significantly smaller Λ

are excluded, while for Λ� 100 MeV late time self-interactions are not important.

The glueball phase transition can be strongly first order and produce gravitational

waves [43]. Unfortunately their intensity is suppressed by ∼ (ρg/ρv)
2 if they are dom-

inantly from bubble collisions and ∼ (ρg/ρv)
3/2 if hydrodynamical turbulence leads to

significant emission [44–46]. For values of (ρg/ρv) compatible with the DM relic abun-

dance, the suppression is sufficiently large that observation is not possible in currently

planned experiments, at least for the minimal models consider.

The viable parameter space for an SU (3) theory is shown in figure 1, assuming the

visible sector effective number of degrees of freedom is that of the Standard Model. It is

also well motivated to take the Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model value at scales

above ∼ TeV, which would make an O (1) difference to the results. To get the observed

DM relic abundance, or an under-abundance, a large initial entropy ratio is needed for all

allowed values of Λ. We also show the constraints that would be obtained ignoring the

late time 3 → 2 processes, which make a significant, but not dramatic, difference. For

very large Λ, close to the top of the plot, only models with a heavy inflaton that decays

relatively fast will reheat the glueball sector above its strong coupling scale. If this is not

the case the dynamics are instead as studied in section 3.

The results can also be recast as constraints on high scale physics. For a supersym-

metric SU (N) pure gauge sector, the beta function is

dα

d log µ
= −3N

2π
α2 , (2.14)

5As well as glueball dark matter, there are many other possible hidden sector dark matter scenarios,

many of which can lead to self-interactions, for example [29–34].
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Figure 1. The viable glueball DM parameter space for an SU (3) hidden sector in a model with a

high reheat temperature and standard cosmology. B parameterises the relative strength of inflaton

decays to the glueball and visible sectors, defined in eq. (2.2), and Λ is the hidden sector confinement

scale. Green regions have an under abundance of glueball dark matter, and models on the solid

blue line have the observed DM relic density. The results obtained ignoring 3 → 2 interactions are

shown in dashed blue. Below Λ ' 0.1 GeV late time DM self interactions are significant and such

models are probably ruled out. Above and left of the orange line 3 → 2 interactions freeze out

when the glueball temperature is > 1
2Λ. The UV values of the hidden sector gauge couplings αUV

defined at 1016 GeV corresponding to Λ are also shown, assuming the theory is supersymmetric

above 106 GeV.

where µ is the renormalisation scale, and a theory with gauge coupling αUV at a UV scale

ΛUV has a strong coupling scale

Λ = ΛUV exp

(
− 2π

3N

1

αUV

)
. (2.15)

It is straightforward to transform the allowed parameter space in terms of Λ and B into

ΛUV and αUV for a particular gauge group, and in figure 1 we show the values of αUV if

ΛUV = 1016 GeV, for a supersymmetric SU (3) theory. For this model, the grand unified

theory motivated value αUV ' 1/24 requires an extremely small branching fraction. Values

of Λ around the DM self interaction bound, ' 0.1 GeV, correspond to relatively small UV

gauge couplings. Using eq. (2.15), the plotted values of αUV can be modified for other

values of ΛUV via

1

αUV (ΛUV)
=

1

αUV (1016 GeV)
− 9

2π
log

(
1016 GeV

ΛUV

)
, (2.16)

for an SU (3) sector, where αUV

(
1016 GeV

)
is the value shown in figure 1. Lowering ΛUV

allows for glueball DM with slightly larger UV gauge couplings.

While we have assumed that the glueballs are stable this is not necessarily the case.

Decay before big bang nucleosynthesis (BBN) is possible from a dimension 8 operator in

– 6 –
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the low energy effective theory

LIR ⊃
Λ3

f4
a

G (∂µa) (∂µa) , (2.17)

coupling a glueball G and an axion a, if Λ is large and the axion decay constant fa is

small [12]. For example, if Λ ' 106 GeV, fa . 1010 GeV is needed, far below the typical

values in string theory, with smaller decay constants required if the confinement scale is

lower. If the glueballs do not decay before BBN but have a lifetime shorter than the age

of the universe, their initial abundance must be small so that the universe is radiation

dominated during BBN, and to evade observational constraints on late time entropy injec-

tion [47] (dark radiation limits can also be relevant since the axions produced are relativis-

tic). Meanwhile for larger fa the glueballs are cosmologically stable and form a component

of DM. If Λ ' 106 GeV this corresponds to fa & 1012 GeV, and for fa ∼ 1016 GeV all

glueballs with Λ . 1010 GeV are stable [12].

Glueball decays to the visible sector are also possible. Heavy states charged under

both the visible and hidden sector gauge groups lead to a dimension 8 operator through

which glueballs can decay to photons [20], and decays to the SM Higgs are possible through

a dimension 6 Higgs portal [48]. These can allow the relic density constraint to be evaded,

however typically a new intermediate mass scale must be introduced so that the decays

happen sufficiently fast. In particular, for a Higgs portal operator suppressed by the string

scale ∼ 1016 GeV decays only happen after BBN if Λ & 1011 GeV (the photon coupling

leads to slower decays with the same suppression scale). Meanwhile unless Λ & 105 GeV

the glueballs have a lifetime shorter than the age of the universe so can not be DM. In

this case their initial abundance must be significantly below that of the DM to avoid

observational constraints on late time visible sector energy injection [49], and even smaller

values of B than if the glueballs are DM are needed. Consequently, decays do not appear

to be a generic solution for a UV theory with many hidden gauge sectors. Glueball decays

to hidden sectors may also be possible, but require the introduction of new light states,

and the relic density of these will itself be challenging to accommodate.

3 Glueball dark matter after matter domination

We now turn to the main focus of our work, theories with a non-thermal cosmological

history and a low reheating temperature after the final period of matter domination.6 In

contrast to scenarios with a high final reheating temperature, in these models the glueball

sector is often far from chemical equilibrium, affecting the relic abundance. As before we

assume a hidden sector containing just gauge interactions, with confinement scale Λ.

From the point of view of string theory, which generically predicts hidden sectors,

there does not appear to be a strong reason why a particular sector will be reheated much

more or less than any other. For this to occur, one would have to arrange for the lightest

6Conventional dark matter possibilities in such scenarios have been studied extensively, for exam-

ple [50–52], and weakly coupled hidden sector gaugino dark matter in non-thermal cosmologies has been

considered in [53].
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modulus field to couple most strongly to the SM sector, which seems non-generic since

any such modulus will be a linear combination of mass eigenstates all with roughly equal

masses and lifetimes. Further, in UV theories the branching fraction of moduli to vector

superfields is often comparable or larger than that to any chiral superfields present [54].

Even if absent at leading order, moduli couplings to pure gauge sectors are generated at

one loop from the super-Weyl anomaly [55–57] (although these are Planck suppressed so

could be somewhat smaller than any string scale suppressed couplings present). As a result

the pure gauge nature of such hidden sectors does not automatically lead to it getting a

small energy density after the modulus decay in typical models.

Suppose the last stage of reheating is through the decay of a gravitationally cou-

pled string modulus X, with mass mX . Once the temperature of the universe drops to

Tos ' (mXMPl)
1/2, where MPl is the reduced Planck mass, this will start oscillating and

quickly dominate the energy density [58]. At much later times the modulus will decay,

with a rate that is parametrically

ΓX '
m3
X

M2
Pl

, (3.1)

and to our level of precision the finite time over which the modulus decay occurs can be

neglected. The modulus decay happens when the Hubble parameter H0 is approximately

equal to ΓX , and the total energy density is of order

ρtot '
m6
X

M2
Pl

, (3.2)

therefore there is a long period of matter domination, during which any energy with the

equation of state of radiation is diluted [51]. In section 5, we study the possibility that

energy in the glueball sector before matter domination could play a significant role after.

There we show that over almost all of the parameter space of interest in this section the

dilution is sufficient that the energy in glueball sector before matter domination is irrelevant

afterward, and only the dynamics after the modulus decay needs to be considered.

To avoid an overabundance of glueballs, the visible sector must be reheated more

strongly by the modulus decays than the hidden sector, so the visible sector reheat tem-

perature TRH is ' ρ
1/4
tot . Constraints from BBN require TRH is above an MeV, and as a

result mX & 104 GeV. Similarly to section 2 we define a parameter B that measures how

asymmetric the modulus decay is

B =
gvρg
ggρv

' ggρg
gvρtot

. (3.3)

Here gg is the hidden sector gluon effective number of degrees of freedom, gv the effective

number of visible sector degrees of freedom that are light enough for the modus to decay

to, and the energy densities are evaluated immediately after the modulus decay. If mX & Λ

decays to the hidden sector are not kinematically suppressed [59], and significant reheating

is expected unless the modulus coupling to it is small relative to that to the visible sector.7

7Due to the modulus’ very weak couplings, its decay is perturbative, and non-perturbative effects such

as preheating are not relevant. In other models, with more strongly coupled scalars, non-perturbative

dynamics could potentially have interesting effects.
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Immediately after the modulus decay, the gluon number density is

n0 '
gg
gv
BnX '

gg
gv
B
m5
X

M2
Pl

, (3.4)

where nX = ρtot/mX is the effective number density of individual X quanta making up the

coherently oscillating modulus field at the time of decay. For simplicity, we assume that gv
is also the visible sector effective number of degrees of freedom once this is thermalised to

TRH (deviations from this assumption are equivalent to an O (1) rescaling of B). We also

assume that the visible sector thermalises immediately, which is sufficient for our present

accuracy, though in reality this is a complex process [60].

The initial gluon number density, eq. (3.4), is typically much smaller than Λ3, regard-

less of the temperature that a thermalised system with the same total energy would have.

Consequently, they form glueballs in a time ∼ 1/Λ, fast compared to other relevant pro-

cesses, and similarly to section 2 we take that each gluon leads to one glueball. Depending

on the details of the strong interactions this could plausibly change by a factor expected

to be . 10. Since mX is usually large compared to Λ these are ultra-relativistic, and have

very low number density compared to a thermalised system. The subsequent dynamics

depends on the particular model, and the viable parameter space splits into different sce-

narios. The range of possibilities is summarised in figure 2 for models with mX = 105 GeV

and mX = 106 GeV.

There is a boundary between dynamical regimes depending on whether the glueballs

that are first produced have a high enough number density that 2 → n interactions are

fast compared to Hubble expansion, with n > 2. We assume the 2 → 3 cross section is

parametrically given by the geometrical expectation, with a suppression in the large N

limit for an SU (N) theory [18],

〈σv〉2→3 '
(4π)3

N6

1

Λ2
. (3.5)

Taking this value despite the high center of mass energies of typical collisions is motivated

by LHC data, which shows that the elastic and inelastic proton-proton cross sections are

close to constant up to a high center of mass energy
√
s ∼ 7 TeV [61]. The cross section

for 2→ n processes with n > 3 is parametrically similar to eq. (3.5), but more suppressed

in the large N limit. Additionally, once the glueballs have low kinetic energy 2 → 3

interactions are dominant due to kinematics. Therefore it is a reasonable approximation

to take the rate of production of extra glueballs by all 2 → n scatterings to be fixed by the

rate of 2→ 3 interactions.

For 2 → 3 scattering to be faster than Hubble expansion requires n0 〈σv〉2→3 & 3H0,

where n0 is given by eq. (3.4), which is equivalent to

B
(4π)3

N6

gg
gv

m2
X

Λ2
& 3 . (3.6)

If eq. (3.6) is not satisfied at early times then efficient scattering will not happen later

either, since ng ∼ 1/a3 while H ∼ 1/a2 where a is the scale factor of the universe. If 2→ n

– 9 –
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Figure 2. The glueball DM parameter space for an SU (3) hidden sector with a period of late time

matter domination and a low final reheat temperature, due to a gravitationally coupled modulus

with mass mX = 105 GeV. The correct relic density is indicated by a blue line and requires a

modulus branching ratio to the glueball sector B significantly smaller than 1, but less extreme than

in theories with high scale reheating. Regions shaded green have an under abundance of glueball

dark matter. For large Λ, 2→ n scatterings are never efficient, while for smaller values, the glueball

number density increases until they become non-relativistic. If Λ & mX the glueball sector is not

reheated. Close to the boundaries between regions the dynamics are more complicated, beyond the

scope of our approximations. The UV gauge couplings corresponding to Λ are also shown, defined

at a scale 1016 GeV, and assuming the glueball sector is supersymmetric above 106 GeV.

scattering is not fast, the yield of glueballs will only increase from n0/s0 by a factor less

that O (1), where s0 is the initial visible sector entropy.8 Meanwhile, the glueball kinetic

energy will redshift away, resulting in a late time yield y∞ given by

y∞ '
n0

2π2

45 gvT
3
RH

' B gg

g
5/4
v

√
mX

MPl
. (3.7)

This is suppressed relative to the high reheat temperature scenario by a potentially large

factor, caused by the high proportion mX/Λ of the glueballs’ energy remaining as kinetic

energy (this is also a change because the yield is set immediately after reheating, rather

than when the hidden sector temperature is ∼ Λ).

The contribution of glueballs from an SU (N) gauge sector to the DM relic abundance

in this scenario is(
Ωh2

)
G

(Ωh2)DM

'
(
N2 − 1

)( B

3× 10−5

)( mX

105 GeV

)1/2
(

Λ

104 GeV

)
, (3.8)

where Λ has been normalised relative to a fairly high scale, since this is typically needed

for 2 → n scattering to be inefficient (that is, eq. (3.6) to not be satisfied). The glue-

ball kinetic energy is initially high, so there must be sufficient time after their produc-

tion for this to redshift away, otherwise they will violate observational constraints on hot

8Such a scenario is reminiscent of models in which a WIMP dark matter relic abundance is set directly

by a modulus decay if subsequent interactions are slow compared to Hubble [52, 62, 63].
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dark matter. Careful analysis would require calculating the power spectrum, however we

can estimate the constraints since the current free-streaming velocity is required to be

. 3 × 10−8 by Lyman-α observations [64–66] (dwarf spheroidal galaxies lead to similar

constraints [67, 68]). Therefore, by the time the visible sector temperature reaches its

present day value Tt, the glueball velocity vG (the idealised velocity left over from the

Early Universe, not including the velocity which would subsequently be obtained through

gravitational clustering) must satisfy

vG '
Tt
TRH

mX

Λ
. 3× 10−8

⇒
(

Λ

105 GeV

)( mX

105 GeV

)1/2
& 10−3.5 .

(3.9)

This is safe over all of the interesting parameter space, since Λ cannot be too much

smaller than mX otherwise scattering will be efficient from eq. (3.6).

The alternative is that eq. (3.6) is satisfied, and 2 → n scattering is fast when the

initial glueballs are produced by the modulus decay, in this case the number density of

glueballs increases dramatically. Since the extra glueballs from scatterings themselves take

part in further interactions causing a runaway process, the boundary between this regime

and the previous one is sharp.

A thermalised sector with the same energy density as the glueballs will have temper-

ature higher than Λ if (
10

3gv

)1/4

B1/4 m
3/2
X

M
1/2
Pl

& Λ . (3.10)

The dynamics of thermalisation are complex, and will be important in models close to this

boundary. However, over most of parameter space, it is a reasonable approximation that if

eq. (3.10) is satisfied, and there is efficient 2→ n scattering, a thermalised gluon plasma will

form.9 If such a plasma forms, the ratio of the hidden and visible sector entropy density is

sg
sv
' gg
gv
B3/4 , (3.11)

which is exactly the high reheating temperature scenario, and the glueball relic density is

as calculated in section 2. As the mass of the modulus is increased more of the parameter

space is in this regime.

If the temperature of an equivalent thermalised system is below Λ, the glueball number

density will increase fast until they become non-relativistic. The number density when this

happens is approximately

nnr ' B
gg
gv

m6
X

2M2
PlΛ

. (3.12)

Subsequently production of new glueballs slows down, as fewer collisions have enough center

of mass energy to generate extra glueballs. Kinetic energy is distributed approximately

evenly between glueballs, because 2 → 2 scattering is more common than other processes

9From eq. (3.6) for all the parameter space with Λ & 0.1 GeV and mX . 108.5 GeV, if eq. (3.10) is

satisfied, 2→ n scattering will also be efficient.
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once only a fraction of collisions can produce new glueballs. In particular once the glueballs

have a velocity distribution close to Maxwell-Boltzmann, 2 → 3 processes are suppressed

by ∼
√

Λ/EG exp (−Λ/EG) where EG is the average glueball kinetic energy.

The glueball number density continues increasing from nnr (by up to a factor of 2) until

2 → 3 scattering either becomes inefficient compared to Hubble expansion, or suppressed

enough that it happens at the same rate as 3→ 2 processes. In both cases EG is typically

small . 1
10Λ when this happens (the former because the number density has increased

dramatically compared to immediately after the modulus decay, the later because the

number density is still significantly below Λ3). As a result, almost all of the glueball kinetic

energy is converted to glueball mass, and the number density is ' 2nnr, defined in eq. (3.12).

If 3 → 2 processes become efficient these can reduce the glueball number density

slightly, analogously to the dynamics in the models of Sector 2. In appendix A we show

that the effect on the final number density is small, which remains well approximated by

' 2nnr. This is because the glueball number density is much smaller than Λ3, so begins

tracking the equilibrium value once the glueball temperature is fairly low, and 3 → 2

processes only reduce the yield for a short time. Using the approximation n ' 2nnr, the

late time yield is

y∞ ' B
gg

g
5/4
v

m
3/2
X

M
1/2
Pl Λ

, (3.13)

and unlike in other parts of parameter space, the relic density is independent of Λ,(
Ωh2

)
G

(Ωh2)DM

'
(
N2 − 1

)( B

3× 10−6

)( mX

105 GeV

)3/2
, (3.14)

for an SU (N) sector, assuming gv is the high temperature SM value.

Comparing figure 2 with the thermal cosmology scenario plotted in figure 1, larger

values of B are viable in theories with late time matter domination, especially when Λ

is high. The contour corresponding to the correct relic abundance in models with low

reheating temperature meets that in the high temperature reheating case when the glueball

sector has an equivalent thermalised temperature equal to Λ.10 This provides the link

between the two scenarios, and as discussed around eq. (3.10) is exactly the point where

the dynamics move into a different regime. In contrast, to our level of approximation, the

boundary between 2 → n interactions being efficient or not is effectively discontinuous,

because of the run-away nature of the scattering rate. We also note that while the relative

energy in the glueball sector can be larger in non-thermal cosmologies, the hidden sector

phase transition happens during matter domination. The intensity of gravitational waves

is therefore diluted, and these are again unobservable with planned detectors.

In figure 2 we also show the UV gauge couplings corresponding to Λ for a supersymmet-

ric SU (3) theory, using eq. (2.15). As in figure 1 the high scale is taken as ΛUV = 1016 GeV,

with the couplings at other UV scales related by eq. (2.16). From a UV perspective, the

glueball relic abundance is more favourable than in the high reheat temperature case. For

relatively large gauge couplings αUV ' 1/24, which would vastly overclose the universe

10There is a small correction from approximating the final yield as 2nnr in the matter dominated scenario.
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with a high reheat temperature, glueball production is simply blocked by Λ & mX for

typical moduli masses. Meanwhile, for slightly smaller but still plausible gauge couplings,

glueball DM is possible. This requires a fairly small modulus branching fraction, but values

closer to O (1) than in the high reheat temperature case are allowed.

Glueball DM can lead to a variety of experimental signals, although these are model

dependent and not guaranteed to be present. Since the glueballs must interact very weakly

with the visible sector so that they are sufficiently stable, direct detection signals are

unobservable in viable models. However, higher dimensional operators could lead to indi-

rect detection signals, such as through decays to monochromatic photon lines [26]. The

strongly interacting nature of the interactions could also allow for the formation of dark

boson stars [26], which may be observable through microlensing [69]. These signatures are

not unique to glueball DM, however if combined with evidence for self-interactions of the

expected strength given the inferred DM mass, glueballs would be a compelling candidate.

A period of late time matter domination can have observable effects, for example on

BBN and the cosmic microwave background (a review may be found in e.g. [52]). If evidence

for a matter dominated period was found and DM properties (such as self interactions)

compatible with glueballs measured this would hint towards the particular scenario we

study. Unfortunately such signals are only observable in parts of parameter and model

space. Additionally, during matter domination the growth of density perturbations is

faster than during radiation domination, potentially modifying the distribution of DM on

small scales. For non-thermal WIMP models there is no significant impact on the final

distribution since the DM is kinetically coupled to the radiation bath after reheating [70],

however this is not the case in glueball models. Consequently it is possible this could

lead to observable effects that are hard to reproduce in other theories, and we hope to

investigate this in future work. More generally, although not evidence for glueball DM,

experimental signs of hidden sectors for example from dark radiation or additional dark

photons, would increase the plausibility of the models we consider. While the lack of a

unique clean experimental signature is unfortunate, it does not decrease the theoretical

reasonableness of the scenario of interest.

4 Hidden sector gluinos

Models containing hidden sector gluinos g̃ with mass mg̃ below that of the moduli are

also well motivated from string theory. If the lightest modulus has a significant branching

fraction to these, they can be cosmologically relevant (their possible role in models with

a high reheating temperature has previously been studied [20, 71, 72]). Alternatively

it is plausible that supersymmetry is broken strongly in the glueball sector resulting in

kinematically inaccessible heavy gluinos.

As in the pure glueball case, immediately after the modulus decays the number density

of gluons and gluinos is far below the chemical equilibrium value, and in the parameter

space of interest the hidden sector energy density corresponds to a temperature below Λ

regardless. Therefore the gluinos quickly form colour neutral bound states, similarly to
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the gluons forming glueballs, either g̃g̃ or a glueballino G̃ = g̃g.11 The relative abundances

of these depends on the details of strong coupling physics. However, it is reasonable to

assume that the initial number densities of the two are similar, or that glueballinos are

dominantly produced if the gluinos are relatively heavy mg̃ � Λ.

The gluino constituents of g̃g̃ states annihilate quickly to gluons, therefore this fraction

of the system’s energy is equivalent to if it was transfered directly to gluons by the modulus

decay. However, glueballinos are stable because they are the lightest fermionic state in the

sector. We define a modulus branching fraction to gluballinos

BG̃ =
rgg̃ρg
gvρtot

≡
gG̃ρg

gvρtot
, (4.1)

where r ∼ 1 is the average number of glueballinos produced per gluino, and gG̃ is an

effective parameter. The gluballino mass is typically mG̃ ∼ mg̃ if this is larger than the

confinement scale. Otherwise, mG̃ ∼ Λ, and the dynamics are very similar to simply having

a second glueball in the theory, and we do not consider such cases further.

As long as glueballino scatterings are rare compared to a timescale 1/Λ they remain

as composite bound states. Precise calculations are not possible in this regime, but we can

make estimates for the cross sections of various processes similarly to [80] and [81] (related

discussion of visible sector gluino cosmology can be found in [82]).

A large fraction of the glueballino mass is concentrated in a small region of size ∼ 1/mg̃,

and is surrounded by a much larger gluon cloud with size ∼ 1/Λ. If the center of mass

kinetic energy of a collision is below Λ, annihilation of two glueballinos can proceed through

the formation of a bound state. Production of a bound state has cross section ∼ 1/Λ2 [81],

and leads to a system with binding energy ∼ Λ. The subsequent dynamics are uncertain,

but it is likely that the constituent gluinos typically annihilate before the bound state

dissociates. We therefore approximate the cross section for glueballino annihilation from

low energy collisions as

〈σv〉G̃G̃→gg '
vG̃
Λ2

, (4.2)

where vG̃ is the glueballino velocity. There is likely to be extra suppression in the large N

limit of an SU (N) theory, but this is beyond our present analysis.

In contrast, when the center of mass energy kinetic energy of a glueballino-glueballino

collision is above Λ (but still in a scenario where the number density of the sector is suffi-

ciently low that they are composite states not gluinos), bound state formation is suppressed.

The annihilation cross section is instead expected to vary parametrically as

〈σv〉G̃G̃→gg ∼
α (
√
s) vG̃

m2
X

, (4.3)

where α (
√
s) is the hidden sector gauge coupling at the energy scale

√
s, motivated by

the requirement that the gluino cores of the gluballinos must overlap for annihilation.

Meanwhile, the cross section for elastic scattering of glueballinos with each other or with

11The dynamics of these are reminiscent of those of previously considered visible sector glueballinos [73–77]

and gluino gluino bound states [77–79].
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glueballs, or inelastic scattering producing extra glueballs, depends on the energy transfered

in the process. Events with small momentum transfer ∼ Λ, have an unsuppressed cross-

section ∼ 1/Λ2, and processes involving a larger momentum transfer are expected to have

a more suppressed cross section.

With these approximations, the cosmological effects of gluinos can be described qual-

itatively, and the parts of parameter space for which they are important estimated. For

simplicity we assume the modulus branching fraction to gluinos is equal to that to glu-

ons. This is well motivated in UV models in which the modulus couples to the hidden

sector through the gauge kinetic function [54]. The effect of altering the relative branching

fraction can be straightforwardly traced through our analysis.

In models in which glueballs never have efficient scattering, the same is also true for

glueballinos. From eq. (3.6), this scenario typically occurs when Λ is large and B small.

The rate of glueballino annihilation is suppressed initially since they are highly relativistic,

and even interactions with small center of mass energy have a cross section parametrically

the same as for glueball glueball scattering. Consequently, the glueballino yield remains

fixed at the value immediately after modulus decay, similarly to eq. (3.7), and glueballinos

make up a fraction of the observed DM relic abundance(
Ωh2

)
G̃

(Ωh2)DM

' gG̃

(
BG̃

6× 10−5

)( mX

105 GeV

)1/2 ( mG̃

104 GeV

)
. (4.4)

Due to their larger mass, glueballinos typically make up a greater fraction of the DM

than glueballs in such models, leading to stronger constraints on the modulus branching

fractions.

In theories with initial number densities high enough for glueball glueball 2 → n

scatterings to be efficient, glueballino scattering will be as well. This is because, as well

as soft glueballino scattering having cross section ∼ 1/Λ2, the number density of glueballs

grows rapidly, enhancing the glueballino glueball scattering rate. Elastic scatterings with

glueballs decrease the average glueballino energy, since the glueballs themselves are losing

energy fast through 2 → n processes. Until the glueballinos have lost almost all of their

energy, annihilations are irrelevant compared to elastic collisions or events producing new

low momentum glueballs, due to the momentum dependence of the cross sections.

As a result, almost all of the glueballino initial kinetic energy is transfered to glueball

states, increasing the effective value of B for glueballs by an order 1 factor. We assume

glueball glueball collisions do not lead to more than an order 1 increase in the glueballino

yield, which is reasonable if the gluino mass is significantly larger than Λ and is not too

much smaller than mX , so typical glueball collisions only have center of mass energy above

mG̃ for a relatively short fraction of the time for which 2 → n processes are active. The

glueballino relic density is not very sensitive to this approximation, since in large parts of

parameter space it is fixed by subsequent annihilations.

Once the glueballinos have kinetic energy . Λ, by which point they are highly non-

relativistic with vG̃ ∼
√

Λ/mG̃, annihilations become efficient compared to soft collisions.

Provided the hidden sector energy density after modulus decay is . Λ4, this regime is

reached fast due to the increase in glueball number density, and at this time the glueballino
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number density is still approximately

nG̃ '
gG̃
gv
B
m5
X

M2
Pl

. (4.5)

Subsequently the glueballino number density can be reduced by annihilations if their num-

ber density is sufficiently high. Annihilations convert the glueballino energy to glueballs,

leading to an O (1) increase in yield of these. Otherwise, since very few collisions have

enough energy to produce new gluinos, the yield will be constant and the contribution to

the relic density given by eq. (4.4).

The condition for annihilations to be important is nG̃ 〈σv〉G̃G̃→gg & 3H, that is

gG̃
3gv

BG̃
m3
X

Λ3/2m
1/2

G̃

& 1 , (4.6)

which is satisfied over large parts, but not all, of the relevant parameter space.12 If anni-

hilations do take place, they reduce the glueballino number density until it is [86]

nG̃ '
3H

〈σv〉G̃G̃→gg
'

3m3
XΛ3/2m

1/2

G̃

M2
Pl

. (4.7)

In this scenario the glueballino contribution to the relic abundance is(
Ωh2

)
G̃

(Ωh2)DM

' 10−8

(
Λ

GeV

)3/2 ( mG̃

GeV

)3/2
(

105 GeV

mX

)3/2

, (4.8)

while gluons produced by the annihilations will increase the glueball yield by an O (1)

factor. Parts of parameter space where initial scatterings are efficient typically have fairly

low Λ, and a small glueballino relic density compared to glueballs. This is a result of the

efficient glueballino annihilations, and is in contrast to if initial 2 → n glueball scattering

is not fast.

Another possibility is that the glueball sector energy density is equivalent to a reheat

temperature above Λ, in which case the gluons usually thermalise. If Tg is below mG̃

the glueballino freeze out is similar to before, but only begins once the hidden sector

temperature drops to ∼ Λ and annihilations become efficient. As a result, the visible sector

temperature will also have decreased, so the Hubble parameter is a factor Λ2

T 2
g

smaller than

when the modulus decays. The glueballino yield is therefore increased from eq. (4.8) by a

factor
Tg
Λ (since the glueballino velocity has decreased). Meanwhile, if Tg is above mG̃ the

gluinos typically reach chemical equilibrium and form a thermalised plasma rather than

interact as glueballinos. Gluino freeze out takes place when the hidden sector temperature

drops below mg̃, as calculated in [20].13 Models with such a high reheating temperature

need a very small branching fraction to glueballs, and have dynamics equivalent to models

previously studied in the literature with a high reheating temperature, and we do not

consider them further.
12This is similar to some non-thermal models of WIMP dark matter [50, 83–85].
13A second period of annihilations of the relic glueballinos could also happen in some models.
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Glueballinos have self-interactions that are potentially astrophysically relevant, and

with interesting differences to the self-interactions of glueballs. For example they can

interact through exchange of relatively light glueballs, and the details have been studied

carefully in [20]. However, for the theories we study, the DM is dominantly made up of

glueballinos when Λ is large, and in this regime self-interactions are not important at late

times. This is not necessarily the case if the modulus branching fraction to gluons and

gluinos is very different, and it might be worthwhile to study the phenomenology of such

scenarios. In particular, it might be that the dynamics of the interactions is sufficiently

altered compared to commonly considered self-interacting dark matter models that there

are potentially observable distinguishing astrophysical effects.

5 Glueballs from before matter domination

In some parts of parameter space it is possible that energy in the glueball sector before

matter domination could be cosmologically relevant afterwards, despite the dilution. The

modulus begins oscillating at a time tos when the hottest sector in the theory, which we

assume to be the visible sector, has temperature Tos ' g
−1/4
v (mXMPl)

1/2. At this point

the glueball sector could be at a lower temperature, which we define as B
1/4
i Tos, where Bi

could be, for example, the inflaton branching fraction to the glueball sector, and does not

have to coincide with the modulus branching fraction B.

For phenomenologically viable modulus masses, Tos is high and extremely small values

of Bi are not expected from UV physics, so we focus on scenarios in which the initial

glueball sector temperature is above Λ. We also assume that the maximum temperature

that the glueball sector would have if it began with zero temperature and was heated only

by modulus decays is . Λ. The maximum temperature is parametrically B1/4mX , which is

larger than the reheating temperature [50], and this assumption is valid over all the relevant

parameter space. As a result, before the phase transition the glueball sector temperature

is determined by its energy density at the start of matter domination.

During matter domination the temperature of the hidden sector gluons decreases as

1/a, until reaching Λ at a time tΛ. The scale factor of the universe when this happens,

relative to that at the beginning of matter domination, is

a (tΛ)

a (tos)
'
B

1/4
i Tos

Λ
. (5.1)

At tΛ glueballs form with number density Λ3, similarly to section 2. To our current level of

precision, it is reasonable to ignore the effects of 3→ 2 processes when the glueball number

density is set, analogous to the approximation eq. (2.4).

Between beginning oscillating and decaying the energy density in the modulus drops

from (mXMPl)
2 to m6

X/M
2
Pl.

14 Therefore the scale factor when the modulus decays, at a

time td, is

a (td)

a (tos)
'
(
MPl

mX

)4/3

, (5.2)

14We neglect the finite time over which the decays occur, which leads to an O (1) correction to the results.
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and the glueball number is diluted by a factor (a (tΛ) /a (td))
3 to

ng (td) '
ξ (3)

π2
ggΛ

3

(
a (td)

a (tos)

a (tos)

a (tΛ)

)−3

' 0.1
gg

g
3/4
v

B
3/4
i m

11/2
X

M
5/2
pl

. (5.3)

After the modulus decays, reheating the visible sector to a temperature Td ∼ m
3/2
X /M

1/2
Pl ,

the glueball yield is approximately

yg ' 0.1
gg
gv
B

3/4
i

mX

MPl
, (5.4)

corresponding to a relic abundance(
Ωh2

)
G

(Ωh2)DM

' 0.02
(
N2 − 1

)
B

3/4
i

( mX

105 GeV

)( Λ

105 GeV

)
. (5.5)

This is equivalent to noting that the modulus decay leads to an entropy injection that di-

lutes the glueball yield from the thermal value eq. (2.4) by a factor Tos/Td∼mX/MPl [87–89].

Over most of the parameter space studied in section 3, the contribution eq. (5.5) is

relatively small. In particular, if Bi is taken equal to the modulus branching fraction to

the glueball sector, the viable parameter space in figure 2 is not constrained, apart from a

small region with Λ > mX and B large. If Bi = 1 independent of the value of the modulus

branching fraction, the early relic abundance can be significant in models with Λ close to

typical values of mX .

Additionally, the glueball relic density remaining after matter domination is sensitive

to the details of the cosmological history. While we have simply assumed one period of

matter domination from a single modulus, string theory models are likely to include many

moduli with a range of masses. During the evolution of the universe, the energy density

will be dominated by a series of increasingly light moduli as heavier ones decay, which can

result in energy density in glueballs from before matter domination being irrelevant even

in parts of parameter space with large Λ. For example, a second heavier modulus with

mass mH causes matter domination to begin earlier, and so a larger dilution from entropy

injection. This suppresses the final glueball relic abundance by a factor ∼
√
mH/mX

compared to eq. (5.5), assuming the lighter modulus starts oscillating during the first stage

of matter domination.

If Λ & 2mX fast glueball decays to the modulus are also possible in many theories. In

particular a dimension 6 operator in the in the UV Lagrangian

LUV ⊃
XX

M2
UV

Tr (GµνG
µν) , (5.6)

is allowed, where MUV is a UV scale, for example the string scale, and Gµν is the field

strength of the hidden sector gauge group [12]. At energies below Λ this leads to a coupling

that is parametrically

LIR ⊃
Λ3

MUV
GXX , (5.7)
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where G is the glueball. For MUV ∼MPl the decay rate corresponding to such an operator

is fast, and any glueballs produced cannot be the DM.15 To have glueballs that are stable

on timescales on the age of the universe, higher dimension operators of the form

LIR ⊃
(

Λ

MUV

)n
ΛGXX , (5.8)

with n > 2, must also typically be suppressed. For example, cosmologically stable glueballs

with MUV = MPl, mX = 105 GeV, and Λ = 109 GeV require the coefficient of the dimension

7 operator, eq. (5.8) with n = 3, to be small. Particular UV completions might realise an

exponential suppression of these operators, although we do not consider explicit scenarios.

Glueball decays to moduli can be phenomenologically beneficial in theories containing

multiple hidden sectors, since they prevent glueballs with high confinement scales over

closing the universe. For Λ & 108 GeV decays through the operator eq. (5.7) happen

before BBN for MUV = 1016 GeV, and are cosmologically safe. While a dangerous region

of parameter space remains for Bi ∼ 1, sectors with large values of Λ are significantly

less constrained than in theories with no light moduli. Decays to axions are also possible,

however these are expected to happen only through a dimension 8 operator, and for large

axion decay constants ∼ 1016 GeV are irrelevant [12].

Despite these caveats, we note that for large values of Λ the glueball abundance pro-

duced during matter domination can match the observed relic abundance. In most such

models Λ� mX , so no glueballs are produced from the subsequent decay of the modulus,

and eq. (5.4) is the only contribution to the yield. In figure 3 the parameter space that leads

to the correct relic abundance is plotted, assuming a single modulus with mass 105 GeV or

106 GeV. For motivated values of the UV gauge coupling, not far from the visible sector

unification value, the correct relic abundance can be obtained for Bi ' 10−6.

6 Discussion

Glueball dark matter is well motivated from typical string compactifications, and can lead

to interesting phenomenology [12]. For example, pure gauge hidden sectors seem to be

common in heterotic [90–92], IIB [93, 94], M-theory [95–97], and F-theory [98–101] mod-

els. Meanwhile glueball self-interactions can be astrophysically relevant, and observational

constraints require the hidden sector confinement scale is above approximately 100 MeV.

In this paper we have shown that a non-thermal cosmology allows for viable theories

with a more democratic final period of reheating compared to scenarios with a standard

thermal cosmology. In models with a thermal cosmology and high reheat temperature a

large initial entropy ratio between the visible and hidden sectors is needed to obtain the

required glueball DM relic abundance (although this could be accommodated in some string

constructions [102]). The situation is worse for larger confinement scales, and if the hidden

sector gauge couplings are similar to those of the visible sector at a scale 1016 GeV, the

difference in initial temperatures must be enormous. If the hope of glueball DM is given up,

15A dimension 5 operator 1
MUV

G∂X∂X could also be written in the low energy effective theory, but does

not come out of the underlying theory in a simple way [12].
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Figure 3. The final relic abundance of glueballs produced from a phase transition that happens

during a period of matter domination by a gravitationally coupled modulus with mass mX =

105 GeV, as a result of energy in the glueball sector remaining from early times. The hidden sector

is taken to be an SU (3) gauge group with confinement scale Λ, and Bi = (Tg/Tv)
4

is fixed by

its temperature relative to the visible sector before matter domination. The corresponding gauge

coupling at a scale 1016 GeV is shown assuming supersymmetry. If the glueballs are stable, their

relic density matches the observed DM value on the blue contours. In parts of parameter space

with Λ . mX extra glueballs can be produced by the modulus decay depending on its branching

fraction as studied in section 3. For Λ & mX , fast glueball decays to the modulus are possible,

depending on the UV theory. These prevent the glueballs being the DM, but avoid cosmological

constraints, provided they occur before BBN (the region in which decays through dimension 6

operator generated at a scale 1016 GeV are dangerous is shaded red).

and the aim is simply to accommodate such gauge sectors, decays to the visible sector are

possible (for larger couplings there could also be interesting collider signatures [103, 104]).

These need new states at an intermediate mass scale, and potentially lead to constraints

from energy injection to the visible sector. As a result, obtaining viable phenomenology

from UV models that predict a high reheating temperature and multiple decoupled pure

gauge sectors is potentially challenging.

In contrast, the inclusion of light gravitationally coupled moduli alleviates these prob-

lems, since the lightest modulus typically dominate the universe at late times, leading to

a low final reheating temperature and changing the dynamics of hidden sector glueballs.

The observed DM relic density still requires that the lightest modulus has a relatively small

branching fraction to the hidden sector, but this is less extreme than in the case of a high

reheat temperature. The glueball relic abundance is also less dependent on the hidden

sector confinement scale, or equivalently the UV value of the gauge coupling, which is ben-

eficial if an underlying theory is expected to contain multiple pure gauge hidden sectors

with varying properties.

Additionally, hidden sectors with confinement scales above the mass of the lightest

modulus are not reheated by the modulus decay. We have shown that they could still

have a significant relic abundance from glueballs produced during the last period of matter
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domination, however this is model dependent, and the final abundance can be small in

theories with multiple light moduli. Further, there is a dimension 6 operator that allows

glueball decays to the light moduli, and this is usually fast enough to avoid cosmological

constraints for confinement scales in the range motivated by unification of the visible sector

gauge couplings. This is again in contrast to the high scale reheating temperature scenario,

without lighter moduli, for which high confinement scales are potentially problematic.

Unfortunately the scenario we study has no guaranteed experimental signature uniquely

distinguishing it from other possibilities. However, depending on the details of an individual

model, observational hints of both the glueball nature of the DM and a late time period of

matter domination are possible.

Finally our discussion can also be interpreted in the opposite direction. A strong

theoretical argument, for example from string theory, that typical UV completions of the

visible sector should also include many disconnected pure gauge sectors might be possible

in future. If combined with evidence that the branching ratio to all of these during the final

period of reheating should not be extremely small, observations of the dark matter relic

abundance would favour a period of late time matter domination. A natural candidate

to generate this is the lightest modulus in the theory, which has a mass typically set by

the gravitino mass. Consequently it is even tempting to interpret this as a hint that the

gravitino mass (and therefore the scale of supersymmetry breaking) may not be so far

above a TeV if the visible sector is UV completed by such a theory.
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A 3 → 2 freeze out in low reheat models

In this appendix we discuss effects that can make an O (1) difference to the glueball relic

density in the non-thermal models studied in section 3. In particular, these can modify the

yield from the approximation eq. (3.13) in the case in which 2 → 3 processes increase the

glueball number density immediately after the modulus decays.

In this scenario the parameter space is split depending on whether the glueball number

density becomes high enough for 3 → 2 processes to be efficient compared to Hubble

expansion. When 2 → 3 interactions become slow the glueball number density is close to

2nnr, and to a good approximation 3→ 2 processes are active if

4n2
nr 〈σv〉3→2 < 3H (Tv0)

⇒ 103B2
g2
g

g2
vN

6

m9
X

Λ7M2
Pl

. 1 ,
(A.1)

using the parametric form of the cross section in eq. (2.7). If this is not satisfied, the final

abundance is just fixed by the value of 2nnr.
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Meanwhile if eq. (A.1) is satisfied then 3→ 2 processes become efficient, and the system

will typically reach full chemical equilibrium. When the glueballs have kinetic energy ' Λ

their number density is far below the equilibrium value ∼ Λ3. This is by assumption, since

otherwise the glueball sector reheat temperature would be above the confinement scale (as

discussed around eq. (3.10)). However subsequently 2 → 3 processes continue producing

new glueballs, reducing the average kinetic energy so the corresponding equilibrium number

density, eq. (2.6), drops exponentially.16 As a result, the system will reach a point where

its number density matches the equilibrium value given the average glueball kinetic energy.

Having reached the equilibrium number density, the glueballs evolve as in section 2,

with their yield reduced until 3 → 2 interactions freeze out. The difference to the ther-

mal scenario (with the hidden sector reheated above its confinement scale) is that the

entropy ratio between the hidden and visible sectors is suppressed. Once in chemical equi-

librium, the glueball sector entropy is given by non-relativistic formula sg ' ngΛ/Tg, where

ng ' 2nnr, and we define the temperature as Tg = Λ/c with c a number that is typically

∼ 10. Compared to the visible sector entropy this is

sg
sv
' cB gg

g
5/4
v

m
3/2
X

M
1/2
Pl Λ

. (A.2)

Then the relic density calculation is as in section 2, except with an effective parameter

Beff =

(
gvsg
ggsv

)4/3

' c4/3B4/3

g
1/3
v

m2
X

M
2/3
Pl Λ4/3

, (A.3)

using eq. (A.2). The suppression of the yield disappears when the glueball sector reheat

temperature is Λ (given in eq. (3.10)), in which case Beff = B as expected.

The final glueball relic density in this scenario can be straightforwardly calculated using

eq. (A.3) and the results of section 2. Numerical study shows that the 3 → 2 processes

have a small effect on the final yield, and typically the effect is O (1) at most compared to

the estimate eq. (3.13). The relative importance of late time 3 → 2 processes is smaller

than in the high temperature reheating case because chemical equilibrium is reached at

much lower glueball energies, and 3→ 2 processes are only active for a short time.

16The glueball kinetic energy is also redshifted away, however since 3→ 2 processes are fast compared to

Hubble expansion, 2→ 3 interactions are as well until the chemical equilibrium is reached.
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